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Message from Mrs Richards
As we rapidly approach the end of another busy half-term, I have once again been very impressed with the achievements of the children of Shaftesbury Park
across all areas.
From the excellent writing skills demonstrated by the children in Tigers and Leopards to the new found strategic skills of the Sharks and Turtles as
they learn to play chess to improve their mathematical thinking, it has been exciting to observe the development and refinement of skills the children have
been working hard to acquire this academic year. In just the last few weeks, I have been proud to witness the maturity of both our Year 6 and Year 2 pupils as
they have successfully completed their SATs (national tests in Reading, Spelling Punctuation and Grammar, Writing and Mathematics) following many months of
hard work and dedication to their own learning. Highlights of this half-term have been sharing the joy felt by the Hedgehogs, Badgers and their teachers as
they watched chicks hatch and studied how they grow. I have also very much enjoyed monitoring the progress of our Year 5 pupils as they have taken part in a
science project that has quite literally been out of this world, with children from Shaftesbury Park among half a million children nationwide working as space
biologists growing seeds recently returned from the International Space Station as part of Project Rocket Science.
Alongside the academic achievements of Shaftesbury Park pupils, it has been lovely to see the continuing efforts of the children to fulfil the Vision
and Mission of our school, truly global citizens, playing ‘a valuable role in their school, local community, and wider world’, with the Seals, Starfish and Sharks all
encouraging us to take care of the world around us a little better through their work on the rainforest, Year 5 children preparing to take part in Model United
Nations General Assembly (the actual event will take place next half-term) and the whole school seeking to help the environment by exploring more sustainable
ways of getting to school for example by walking or cycling.
Next term we look forward to our International Day Summer Fete which takes place on Saturday 9th July, the School Journey to Sayers Croft, Sports
Day, the Year 6 production and many more activities to inspire our children and celebrate their hard work in all areas. Please do read the dates for the diary to
make sure you don’t miss any of the important meetings taking place next term, specifically the transition meetings and the Reception graduation ceremony. I
would also like to draw your attention to the staff inset day on 27 th June when the school will be closed to pupils. May I take this opportunity to wish you all an
enjoyable half-term holiday! I look forward to seeing you all after holidays, refreshed and ready for another exciting half-term!

We’ve really enjoyed using our
new library this half-term!
We would like to take this opportunity to
thank Nadege Imankerdjo & Adjoa Agyeman
for the many hours they
have spent organising the books and
cataloguing them. We really do appreciate it!
We would
beautiful
Hobson’s
Gruffalo

also like to thank Ms Heinbach for her
Cat-in-the-Hat paintings and Andy
team of volunteers for the fabulous
picture!

@shaftesburypk
Dolphins
We have had an extremely busy half
term with SATS and our visit to
Bournemouth! We began the term by introducing our new IPC topic, ‘Water for Everyone’
when we walked a mile in the playground carrying a litre of water to help us understand what
life is like for people who do not have access to
clean and safe water. We learnt how microbes
in dirty water can lead to ill health and created
our own fantastic movie posters warning about
the dangers, ‘Germs Bond and Star Wars– The
Germs awaken’ being some of the best! We
wrote fantastic diary entries detailing our stay
in a lovely hotel focusing on using varied language and punctuation. We have all enjoyed
improving our basketball skills in PE and produced some great ‘Op Art’ in creative week
based on the work of Bridget Riley. Well done
Dolphins!
Turtles It’s been another busy and
productive term for the Year 5 Turtles
Class. From the beginning of term, we’ve
really enjoyed our topic of Plants, Roots and Shoots.
From learning about the life cycle of plants, to dissecting plants and identifying the parts of a plant and
discussing their functions, to researching exotic plants
from around the world in ICT; our topic this term has
been jam-packed to say the least. Furthermore, we
were also given a very special NASA challenge from
Tim Peake and, in Literacy, we wrote our own news
paper articles about the experiment (so be sure to
give it a read to find out all the details)! We also researched an issue much more close to home: deforestation. We’ve researched and discussed the impacts of
Palm Oil industries on the environment and have wrote
letters to the local ASDA urging them to stop carrying
palm oil products that have been made with unsustainable practices. These are only some of the topics that
have been covered over the half-term and the Turtles
definitely deserve a round of applause for all their
hard work. For our final half-term, our topic of study
will be, “Progress: At What Cost?” and it is shaping up
to be another fun-filled and hands-on subject! All the
best to everyone and enjoy your week of holidays.
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Sharks
We have had a really fantastic
half-term! As part of our ICP topic “Turn
It Up” we have been learning about light
and sound, focusing on the different uses
of light and the sounds all around us. In
literacy we have all enjoyed reading The
Suitcase Kid by Jacqueline Wilson and
writing fantastic descriptions of the main
characters, Andy and Radish, using lots of
brilliant adjectives. We even did some
drama about Andy going into Mr & Mrs
Peters’ garden to get mulberries! We’ve
also worked hard on identifying the key
features of information texts, producing
fantastic fact files on India. In Maths we
have continued to work on answering word
problems. We’ve worked hard to improve
our skills in column addition and subtraction and we’ve thoroughly revised all of our
multiplication tables. We’ve had lots of fun
learning how to play chess as part of our
maths lessons and we look forward to
practicing this more next half-term. Well
done Sharks!

Badgers
Badgers have had another
busy and successful term! Our
IPC Entry Point to our
'I'm Alive' topic was an interesting and action
-packed Africa Day that really set us up for a
great term's learning. We complemented our
topic learning about growing plants by reading
'Handa's Surprise' in Literacy and the children really impressed me with the quality of
their work in both English and French. We
also read the story of “Handa’s Hen” to link to
our learning about the life cycle of chickens
and we were lucky enough to hatch our own
chicks in school! Maths Mastery has been
both challenging and enjoyable, with the children deepening their understanding of place
value and measurement. Have a wonderful half
-term break and I look forward to seeing you
all again soon. Remember to keep practising
your Phonics!

Seals
What an interesting half term it
has been in Seals class. Our Saving the
World topic has been fascinating as we have
learnt about the different layers of a rainforest and how plants have adapted to survive in the rainforest. In literacy the children wrote some brilliant persuasive letters
to Mr Oakbark to try and persuade him to
stop cutting down the trees in the rainforest. We are enjoying making information
placemats about different animals which you
will be able to see when you visit our rainforest cafe next half term! Miss Nicholson
has been teaching us all about the properties of shapes and we’ve had fun using
geoboards to create shapes, identify their
angles and describe the types of lines they
have. In PE Mr Patterson has been really
impressed with our understanding of the
complicated rules of rounders. My highlight
of this half term was our creative week
piece of art which showed what playing,
eating, relationships and learning look like in
our school.

Starfish
We have had such a wonderful time in
Starfish Class this term. We have begun to
explore the IPC topic Saving The World
through tasting foods from the rainforest,
smelling essences and oils, researching facts
about the rainforest as a habitat as well as
researching the animals that live in the
rainforest. The children have written fantastic information paragraphs about sloths,
boa constrictors and jaguars. Maths Mastery has expanded the children's understanding of maths through introducing new
concepts such as adding and taking away
fractions, finding equivalent fractions, identifying acute, obtuse and right angles. The
children have also learnt how to identify
perpendicular and parallel lines within 2D
shapes. During Creative week the children had a great time learning about sculptors Barbara Hepworth and Henry Moore,
the children were inspired and created mod
roc models. I hope you all have a wonderful
half-term break.

Foxes Another half term flies by! I
was so impressed with the children’s
effort and maturity during our Key Stage 1
SATs week and the children all did extremely well. These test are only there to
support our judgements, and what your child
does every day in class is just as, if not
more, important. And, we certainly have
been busy! Our topic this term has been
‘Earth Our Home’ and we have used it to
explore the amazing animal kingdom. In
Literacy, we have written fascinating facts
in a report about the African elephant. We
also wrote letters to Mrs Richards to persuade her to adopt one of these poor, endangered species. As well as continuing our
French phonics and grammar in the afternoons, we have also explored the different
categories of animals and, in Creative Week,
studied and recreated the amazing work of
Paul Cézanne. In Maths, we have been learning about the formal methods for addition
and subtraction, as well as solving problems
involving shape and time. We can’t wait for
our next topic - ‘Hooray We’re Going On
Holiday!’ Thank you for your continued support as always. Bonnes Vacances!

Owls I am pleased to say that we
have all had a really good term in
Owls class. We have been learning
about The African Elephant and have produced some really great writing about
them. They have all written non-fiction
text about African Elephants and have
learnt some interesting facts. We have
been investigating 2D and 3D shapes numeracy and have also learnt how to find
fractions of quantities. In Science we have
sorted and explained the differences between animals and creating our own criteria
for them. We have also classified animals
according to their features. We have also
been very busy revising and completing our
National Curriculum tests, which have
showed that Owls have made great progress across the curriculum. Things to
remember for next term: PE on Wednesday. Please make sure your child has the
appropriate PE kit (A white t-shirt and blue
shorts. Appropriate footwear (trainers/
plimsolls) will also be needed for health and
safety reasons.)
Have a simply wonderful half term break!

Hedgehogs
Our IPC topic ‘I’m Alive’ got off to
an exciting start when we went on
a secret quest to find a hidden
treasure in the school. The children were a
little confused but soon amazed when they
discovered chick eggs! The children have
loved learning firsthand how animals grow
and change by incubating and hatching the
eggs. In Literacy we have used ‘Handa’s Hen’
and ‘Handa’s Surpirse’ to inspire our writing
and complement our topic. The children have
really impressed me with their imaginative
role play and quality writing. In Science, we
are enjoying observing and recording how
our plants grow in different conditions. We
have produced some beautiful artwork drawings of still life plants. Maths Mastery has
been challenging but exciting as the children
deepen and apply their understanding of
numbers to 100. Swimming on Wednesdays
has been a great success and thank you to
our regular helpers who come with us! Have
a great holiday and please remember to
practise phonics over the half term!

Leopards

Tigers What a busy term we have

The Leopards class have had a
fantastic term, following the topic
“Changes.” We started off by
planting our seeds and decorating our flower
pots, and we really enjoyed the chance to invite
our family in to help us. We had great fun showing all our learning in our sharing assembly,
especially all the French that we have been
learning across the year. We were very busy
performing, and also took part in the creative
week assembly where we performed a dance
altogether that we had been learning across the
term. In maths we have been sharing and
grouping farm animals equally, which prepared
us for our real trip to Vauxhall City farm. We
loved meeting all the animals, feeding them and
learning how to stroke them properly– head to
toe! We have enjoyed role play in both the baby
clinic, measuring and weighing babies, and now in
the farm shop. We have just started learning
about coins and money, and we are putting that
into practice in the shop! Next half term we
can’t wait to start our topic up and away, and
welcome the planetarium visit that is coming to
our school! We wish everyone a fantastic half
term and look forward to seeing you soon!

had! We have been investigating all
sorts of different Changes. We started the
term with a reminder of all the things we have
enjoyed learning so far. We presented our
marvellous Sharing Assembly where we all were
brave and used our big voices in front of all the
lovely parents, teachers and children. We had a
great time decorating our plant pots with our
families afterwards. We found out that seeds
change into plants, and they are now ready to
pop into our pots. We have found out that
humans change from babies to children in our
baby clinic. We have been grouping animals and
sharing them equally on our farm. The Tigers
have really enjoyed finding how the seeds
change into vegetables to sell in our Farmers
shop. Here we have been practising our recognition of money and trying to make combinations
of coins to buy our shopping. We have written
our own versions of Jack and the Beanstalk
which are amazing and rather funny! The Tigers
had the brilliant time at Vauxhall City Farm and
we say a huge thank you to all the family members who came along to help us. We kick off our
next topic by shooting into space in a planetarium! Have a great holiday.

Zebras
Wow! What an amazing term we
have had. Firstly, we worked with
our parents/carers to decorate our pots.
Then we all planted our seeds and have
watched them change as they have grown
over the last couple of weeks. We then
showed you all our hard work at our class
sharing assembly. We sang, told you about
plants and what they need to grow, we told
you a story and explained who ‘Jackson
Pollock’ was. We had a fantastic trip to
Vauxhall City Farm where we learnt all
about farm animals and were very brave
when we stroked them. We are looking
forward to our last half term as Zebras
and starting our new topic on ‘Up, Up and
Away’. Thank you very much for all of your
support over the last half term and I wish
you a great half term holiday!

To pay school dinner money online:
http://www.scopay.com/
shaftesburyparkprimary-wandsworth
To buy uniform online:
http://shaftesburypark.gooddies.co.uk/

